Sustainable development strategies at local level
-Study case “Dumbrava Narciselor”, Brasov, Romania-

Scientific study about sustainable development strategies at local level
- The effective protection of the environment
- The rational use of the natural resources in the area
- The maintenance of a sustainable level of economic growth and employment
- Protecting and developing the cultural heritage
- Development of tourism (in all forms in the area)

Research Questions

Results are five major directions:

The aim of the elaboration of the strategy for sustainable development

I: Programs for economical and social development, free initiative, budget,

of the villages from “Dumbrava Narciselor”, Brasov county-Romania, is

finance, management of the public and private domains of community, the

to provide to local administration authorities, economic operators,

public services, eco-tourism, trade ;

public institutions and NGOs (to the entire community), the guidelines

II: Organization, development and rural planning, achievement of the

for meeting the overall purpose of social and economic development of

public

the villages for happiness and prosperity along with climate changes.

monuments and architecture;

works,

environmental

protection,

conservation

of

historical

III: Legality in the local public administration, defence of public order,

Methods

respect for citizens’ rights and freedoms, transparent decision-making, a

Empirical sociological research with questionnaire method, included

public relations exercise

aproximative 700 participants from three categories: Citizens, NGO‘s,

IV: Scientific activities, education, health, culture, social protection, sports

and private sector (managers).

and leisure ;
V: Activities of representation in domestic and international relations,
promoting the image and interests of the villages and the intercommunitarian development association .

Similarities and differences
between topics / papers
Measures in the strategy, allowed the identification of more than
160 tactics for each of the six villages that were quantified taking
into account the views of all those living in the geographical area.
Application of these measures will result in protecting the
environment, including flora and fauna, and preserving for future
generations, the beauties of Carpathian garden .
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